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PL Tapes

4240-00-NIB-0244

32204

Illuminating Multipurpose
Adhesive Tape, Roll, 1-1/2" x 25'

Illuminating multi-purpose adhesive tape will illuminate ladder beams, tools, railings, apparatus, etc. Can be
charged by any light source (sun, artificial light, low light). Will illuminate surroundings for several hours when $
fully charged. Can withstand high temperatures. May be re-charged repeatedly. 1-1/2" x 25'.

61.54

4240-00-NIB-0245

32205

Illuminating Multipurpose
Adhesive Tape, Roll, 1-1/2" x 50'

Illuminating multipurpose adhesive tape will illuminate ladder beams, tools, railings, apparatus, etc. Can be
charged by any light source (sun, artificial light, low light). Will illuminate surroundings for several hours when $
fully charged. Can withstand high temperatures. May be re-charged repeatedly. 1-1/2" x 50'.

115.38

4240-00-NIB-0246

32206

Illuminating Multipurpose
Adhesive Tape with Directional
Arrows, Roll, 1-1/2" x 25'

Illuminating multipurpose adhesive tape with directional arrows. Illuminates exits and escape routes to safely
direct people if the lights go out. Can be charged by any light source (sun, artificial light, low light). Will
illuminate surroundings for several hours when fully charged. Can withstand high temperatures. May be recharged repeatedly. 1-1/2" x 25'.

$

76.92

4240-00-NIB-0247

32207

Illuminating Multipurpose
Adhesive Tape with Directional
Arrows, Roll, 1-1/2" x 50'

Illuminating multipurpose adhesive tape with directional arrows. Illuminates exits and escape routes to safely
direct people if the lights go out. Can be charged by any light source (sun, artificial light, low light). Will
illuminate surroundings for several hours when fully charged. Can withstand high temperatures. May be recharged repeatedly. 1-1/2" x 50'.

$

130.77

Label, Custom, SBCA ID,
Custom photoluminescent SBCA ID adhesive back label has a heat resistant photoluminescent backing with
Adhesive Back, Photoluminescent
reflective lettering used for identifying individual firefighters. Size is 6-3/8” x 3-1/2". UOI is EA.

$

30.77

FIRST RESPONDER

4240-00-NIB-0276

32211

4240-00-NIB-0237

32208

5’ Illuminating Grip Wrap

Easily identify your crew and equipment with this illuminating grip wrap. Its unique surface clings to itself and
allows it to grip on wet or dry tools. Can be charged by any light source and will illuminate for up to 17 hours
when fully charged. Made of heavy-duty industrial grade reinforced silicone. The yellow wrap glows green in
the dark.

$

69.23

4240-00-NIB-0238

32209

10’ Illuminating Grip Wrap

Easily identify your crew and equipment with this illuminating grip wrap. Its unique surface clings to itself and
allows it to grip on wet or dry tools. Can be charged by any light source and will illuminate for up to 17 hours
when fully charged. Made of heavy-duty industrial grade reinforced silicone. The yellow wrap glows green in
the dark.

$

123.08

4240-00-NIB-0248

32210

Illuminating Helmet Band

Illuminating Helmet Bands are made of industrial-grade high temperature resistant silicone. Can be charged
by any light source (sun, artificial light, low light). Will illuminate for hours when fully charged and are
rechargeable. Illuminating helmet bands increase safety by making helmets more visible in smoky or dark
environments. 11-1/2" x 1-1/2".

$

40.00

Photoluminescent Clear Lucite “EXIT” Sign provides quick and easy identification of exits in lighted conditions
and when the lights go out through the use of reflective colors and advanced photoluminescent lettering on a $
clear lucite exit sign. Mounting bracket included. Size is 15-3/4“ x 8- 5/8”. UOI is EA.

200.00

EXIT SIGNS, FRAMES AND MOUNTS

4240-00-NIB-0269

32177

Sign, “EXIT”, Clear Lucite with
Mounting Bracket,
Photoluminescent

4240-00-NIB-0270

32178

Sign, “EXIT”, Mirrored Lucite with
Mounting Bracket,
Photoluminescent

32172

Photoluminescent Mirrored Lucite “EXIT” Sign provides quick and easy identification of exits in lighted
conditions and when the lights go out through the use of reflective colors and advanced photoluminescent
lettering on a mirrored lucite exit sign. Mounting bracket included. Size is 15-3/4“ x 8 5/8”. UOI is EA.

$

215.38

Photoluminescent Printed Silver
Poly/Aluminum Exit Sign, No
Photo Luminescent Printed Silver Aluminum Exit Sign, No Frame, No Mount, One-Sided
Frame, No Mount, One-Sided

$

123.08

32173

Photoluminescent Printed Red
Aluminum Exit Sign, No Frame,
No Mount, One-Sided

$

123.08

32174

Photoluminescent Printed White
Aluminum Exit Sign, No Frame, Photo Luminescent Printed White Aluminum Exit Sign, No Frame, No Mount, One-Sided
No Mount, One-Sided

$

123.08

32175

Silver Frame With Universal
Mounting Kit - to be used with 1- Silver Frame with Universal Mounting Kit - to be used with 1-sided aluminum sign
sided aluminum sign

$

61.54

32176

4240-00-NIB-0271

(remains on SCBA when changing cylinders).

32179

32180

Photo Luminescent Printed Red Aluminum Exit Sign, No Frame, No Mount, One-Sided

Universal Channel Mount Kit Ceiling or Wall Mount. Compatible
Universal Channel Mount Kit - Ceiling or Wall Mount. Compatible with 1 or 2-sided aluminum or lucite signs.
$
with 1 or 2 sided aluminum or
lucite signs.
For use with the Mirrored Lucite “EXIT” Sign with Mounting Bracket (NSN 4240-00-NIB-0270). Converts single
Kit, Conversion, Mirrored Lucite
sided mirror sign into double-sided sign. Quickly and easily identify exits in lighted conditions and when the
“EXIT”, Double Sided,
$
lights go out through the use of reflective colors and advanced photo luminescent lettering. Size is 15-3/4 “ x 8Photoluminescent
5/8”. UOI is KT.
4' Drop Down Post Extension

61.54

130.77

To be used with 1-309-1606CM or

$

38.46

PL Safety Adhesive Labels

4240-00-NIB-0272

32181

Label, “STANDPIPE”, Adhesive
Back, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent “STANDPIPE” adhesive back label is used to indicate the location of your standpipe if the
lights go out. Size is 3” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

24.62

4240-00-NIB-0273

32184

Label, “EMERGENCY EXIT”,
Adhesive Back,
Photoluminescent, Green

Photoluminescent “EMERGENCY EXIT”adhesive back label has a green background with photoluminescent
lettering, used for identifying emergency exits. Size is 12” x 3”. UOI is EA.

$

29.23

Label, “EMERGENCY EXIT”,
Adhesive Back,
Photoluminescent, Red

Photoluminescent “EMERGENCY EXIT”adhesive back label has a green background with photoluminescent
lettering, used for identifying emergency exits. Size is 12” x 3”. UOI is EA.

$

29.23

PL PVC Safety Signs

4240-00-NIB-0275

32187

Sign, “FIRE EXTINGUISHER”,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent “FIRE EXTINGUISHER made with PVC has reflective red vinyl lettering, used for indicating
$
the important location of a fire extinguisher. Size is 6” x 12”. UOI is EA.

36.92

4240-00-NIB-0282

Sign, “FLOOR 1”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 1” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0283

Sign, “FLOOR 2”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 2” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0284

Sign, “FLOOR 3”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 3” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0285

Sign, “FLOOR 4”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 4” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0286

Sign, “FLOOR 5”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 5” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0287

Sign, “FLOOR 6”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 6” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0288

Sign, “FLOOR 7”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 7” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”.UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0289

Sign, “FLOOR 8”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 8” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”.UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0290

Sign, “FLOOR 9”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 9” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”.UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0291

Sign, “FLOOR 10”, Stairwell
Identifier, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent stairwell identifier “FLOOR 10” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design
on photoluminescent background used for: indicating stair level in lighted conditions as well as during
$
blackouts Size is 8” x 8”.UOI is EA

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0292

32189

Sign, Side Directional Arrow,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent side directional arrow is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background used for indicating direction of exits and escape routes in lighted conditions as $
well as during blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0293

32190

Sign, Corner Directional Arrow,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent corner directional arrow is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background used for indicating direction of exits and escape routes in lighted conditions as $
well as during blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0294

32191

Sign, “NOT AN EXIT”,
Photoluminescent,

Photoluminescent “NOT AN EXIT” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background used for indicating a door that is not an exit in lighted conditions as well as
during blackouts. Size 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0295

32192

Sign, “EXIT LEFT”,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent “EXIT LEFT” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background used for: indicating exit and escape routes in lighted conditions as well as
during blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0296

32193

Sign, “EXIT RIGHT”,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent “EXIT RIGHT” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background used for: indicating exit and escape routes in lighted conditions as well as
during blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0297

32194

Photoluminescent “STAIRS” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on photoluminescent
Sign, “STAIRS”, Photoluminescent background used for indicating where a stairway is in lighted conditions as well as during blackouts. Size is 8” $
x 8”. UOI is EA.

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0298

32195

Sign, Custom Printed,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent Custom Printed sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background used for custom egress designs per customer specifications to be seen in
lighted conditions as well as during blackouts. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

30.77

4240-00-NIB-0299

32196

Sign, “DOOR REMAINED
UNLOCKED”

“DOOR REMAINED UNLOCKED” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on white
background, used for indicating which doors must remain unlocked. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

23.08

4240-00-NIB-0300

32197

Sign, “FIRE DOOR KEEP
CLOSED”

“FIRE DOOR KEEP CLOSED” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on white
background used for: indicating fire door locations. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

23.08

4240-00-NIB-0301

32198

Sign, “ NO SMOKING”

“ NO SMOKING” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on white background used for
indicating a no smoking area. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

23.08

4240-00-NIB-0302

32199

Sign, Custom Eco Solvent Printed

Custom sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on white background used for custom
egress designs per customer specifications. Size is 8” x 8”. UOI is EA.

$

23.08

4240-00-NIB-0303

32200

Sign, “EXIT”, Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent “EXIT” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on photoluminescent
background used for: indicating an exit in lighted conditions as well as during blackouts. Size is 12” x 9”. UOI
is EA.

$

33.85

4240-00-NIB-0304

32201

Sign, “TIME DELAYED DOOR”,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent “TIME DELAYED DOOR”sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background used for indicating where a time delayed door is in lighted conditions as well as $
during blackouts. Size is 12” x 9”. UOI is EA.

33.85

4240-00-NIB-0305

32202

Sign, “IN CASE OF FIRE”,
Photoluminescent

Photoluminescent “IN CASE OF FIRE” sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on
photoluminescent background, used for: indicating what to do in case of fire in lighted conditions as well as
during blackouts. Size is 12”x 9”. UOI is EA.

$

33.85

4240-00-NIB-0306

4240-00-NIB-0274

32203

Sign, Custom Printed,
Photoluminescent

32184

Photoluminescent Custom sign is made of PVC and has an Eco solvent printed design on photoluminescent
background used for custom egress designs per customer specifications to be seen in lighted conditions as
well as during blackouts. Size is 12” x 9”. UOI is EA.

$

33.85

Photoluminescent Running Man
PVC Sign with Directional Arrow,
Bottom Left, 12 x 6

Photoluminescent “RUNNING MAN” sign made with PVC with directional arrow has reflective green vinyl
lettering with photoluminescent arrow, used for indicating which direction building occupants should exit. Size $
is 12” x 6”. UOI is EA.

36.92

32185

Photoluminescent Running Man
PVC Sign with Directional Arrow,
Top Right, 12 x 6

Photoluminescent “RUNNING MAN” sign made with PVC with directional arrow has reflective green vinyl
lettering with photoluminescent arrow, used for indicating which direction building occupants should exit. Size $
is 12” x 6”. UOI is EA.

36.92

32186

Photoluminescent Running Man
PVC Sign with Directional Arrow,
Top Left, 12 x 6

Photoluminescent “RUNNING MAN” sign made with PVC with directional arrow has reflective green vinyl
lettering with photoluminescent arrow, used for indicating which direction building occupants should exit. Size $
is 12” x 6”. UOI is EA.

36.92

32183

Sign, “RUNNING MAN” with
Directional Arrow,
Photoluminescent. Bottom Right

Photoluminescent “RUNNING MAN” sign made with PVC with directional arrow has reflective green vinyl
lettering with photoluminescent arrow, used for indicating which direction building occupants should exit. Size $
is 12” x 6”. UOI is EA.

36.92

